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Patented



Glazmataz protects 
precious wine glasses.

Product name: Glazmataz (patent pending) / Made in Japan / Material: Polypropylene / Heat resistance: 100°C

The enjoyment of wine changes with a good glass, but a good glass is easy to break. Resolving this 
problem inspired an innovative new rack to protect precious wine glasses. Designed, developed and 
made in Japan, the light and strong Glazmataz rack keeps wine glasses safe and secure. It dramatically 
reduces glass breakages, not only when handling and storing glasses, but also while carrying and 
washing them. Add joy and peace of mind to wine life with Glazmataz.

Most wine glass breakage occurs when glasses fall over during washing or come in contact with 
other glasses or dishes. The custom shape and material of the elastic bottom in Glazmataz 
helps protect wine glasses from damaging shocks, while the rack ensures they are always 
upright. Even if you drop a wine glass into the Glazmataz at an angle, it’s not a problem.

１. The secret behind Glazmataz is the shaped bottom. 

Glazmataz units of the same size can be connected on the front, back, and both sides to 
make larger racks for storing more glasses. In work areas with limited space, you can quickly 
split and connect them to suit the current need, combining them in a variety of ways to fit 
available space and corners. You can also stack them.

2. Connect Glazmataz units into your preferred format !

With Glazmataz, cleaning glasses is quick and easy. After hand washing, put them in upside 
down and leave to dry. When washing and cleaning many glasses, Glazmataz racks can be 
connected to create a tray that goes straight into the dishwasher. Wine glasses can be washed 
without setting special settings in most domestic and international commercial dishwashers.

3. Put them in the dishwasher as is!
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Click here for a video 
explaining GLAZMATAZ
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